
View Machine Readable Files

Machine Readable Files
A machine-readable file is defined as a digital representation of data or information in a file that can be imported or read by a computer
system for further processing without human intervention, while ensuring no semantic meaning is lost. These files are in the CMS defined
format (JSON) and are not meant for a member-friendly search of rates, benefits, or cost sharing. Members should log in to
www.anthem.com/ca for this information. 

The table of contents is an approved CMS schema approach that combines the in-network rate files and references the locations (URLs)
from which the appropriate files can be downloaded. To view a list of all machine readable files and associated urls published, click the Table
of Contents link below and follow the prompts.
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Find Files for an Organization
To view machine readable files for an specific employer group, an EIN search can be performed. Upon entry of a EIN, the
machine readable file links for the pricing for that employer will be displayed.

9-digit EIN

XX-XXXXXXX Search

Please note that when an EIN is entered, multiple links will be displayed including: 

 Links to applicable In-Network Negotiated Rate

 Links to Out-of-Network Allowed Amounts File

 Links to Out-of-Area Rate Files (rates applicable when a member uses a provider in a non-Anthem state.)
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